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Modern disinformation campaigns, enabled by emerging technologies, allow authoritarian regimes to exploit inherent democratic vulnerabilities. This white paper provides a conceptual framework for understanding authoritarian disinformation campaigns, building on the ink spot approach to countering insurgencies. Using an array of precision targeting and data collecting technologies, authoritarian regimes identify key individuals and groups in the United States to reinforce, shape, and connect. The regimes seek to create a domestic network of influential “ink spots.” Hostile or antagonistic governments then use these sympathetic spots to undermine U.S. policy and democracy through constant reinforcing and manipulation of identity and beliefs.

The Ink-Spot Disinformation framework strengthens the United States government understanding of the nature of authoritarian disinformation campaigns and provides a new conceptual foundation for U.S. disinformation defense and deterrence.

Introduction

Authoritarian regimes, such as Russia, use information warfare to target inherent vulnerabilities in liberal democratic institutions, societies, and economies. These regimes undermine liberal democracy by amplifying social polarization, promoting societal and political entropy, and discrediting objective reality. Modern disinformation warfare combines old practices of propaganda and disruption with new technologies and strategies, creating a more effective, less detectable information campaign.

While the United States has identified many individual information warfare tactics, no consensus has emerged about a strategic framework for understanding how disinformation campaigns operate. The lack of a framework is partly due to the highly adaptive nature of information warfare and the belief among some practitioners that a strategic framework is of little utility. However, this paper argues that a broad conceptualization of disinformation warfare is necessary for understanding how adversaries seek to manipulate democratic politics and for devising defenses. This paper provides such a framework—Ink-Spot Disinformation—based on the ink-spot approach found in the counterinsurgency literature.

Technology and the New Information Warfare

The nature of modern information warfare combines new technologies with traditional practices and objectives to enable a highly adaptable and effective information campaign.

Established Disinformation Practices
During the Cold War, the Soviet Union used “active measures” to sow discord against the United States among Western allies, the American public, and the global population. Active measures was a catch-all phrase for Soviet influence operations, which included practices such as:

- **Written and oral disinformation.** Soviet dezinformatsiya involved the dissemination of untrue or manipulated statements, intended to discredit non-Communist leaders and influence populations in favor of Soviet goals. As an example, in late 1979, the Soviet Union spread a rumor in the Middle East through newspapers and clandestine radio stations that the United States was behind the seizure of the Great Mosque of Mecca.

- **Forgeries and false rumors.** The Soviet Union produced false documents, usually fake US military doctrines or war plans, to sow discord between the United States and a target country.

- **Manipulation and control of foreign media.** The Soviet Union hired local journalists to submit stories to foreign media outlets sympathetic to Soviet ideological goals. To influence India, the Soviets used local journalists to publish false documents and favorable articles in the newspaper Blitz.

- **Political action and the use of agents-of-influence operations.** The Soviet Union exploited individuals with political, economic, or media influence to secure active collaboration with Moscow.

- **Use of foreign communist parties and international front groups.** The Soviet Union actively collaborated with communist parties and front organizations abroad, such as the World Peace Council and the World Federation of Trade Unions. These organizations enabled Moscow to reach audiences that were not sympathetic to Soviet information.

- **Support for international revolutionary and terrorist organizations.** The Soviet Union engaged in direct outward support for national liberation and terrorist organizations, but also supported these campaigns by manipulating public support through disinformation. In El Salvador, the Russians supported an insurgency against the US-backed government by rallying public support for the insurgents through media outlets.

- **Transnational repression of political opponents.** Soviet operatives also assassinated and intimidated political opponents around the world to protect Soviet secrets and minimize counterinfluence.

These methods of influencing the public allowed the Russians to operate in the “gray zone” of warfare, where the actions damaged the United States, but did not warrant a declaration of war. The Russians could successfully demoralize the American population, drive a wedge between allied nations, and weaken global perceptions of the United States, while claiming plausible deniability.

However, active measures were not unconnected influence campaigns conducted by the Soviet Union. These operations were parts of a hierarchical, coordinated process to gain an advantage in
a perceived ongoing, existential conflict with the West. While developing these tools of influence, the Russians believed that warfare was a duel of information systems and whoever controlled the narrative message would win the war. Each active measure listed above delivered targeted messages within Western society, promoting Russian ideological expansion, protecting Russian information control, and eroding Western domestic influence.

In order to engage in ongoing ideological-psychological warfare, Soviet influence operations were massive, employing up to 15,000 intelligence officials for the sole purpose of deploying traditional active measures. Despite the high cost, the Russian belief in the importance of information control and the drive to win the “rivalry of civilizations” against the West led the Soviet Union to adopt active measures as a fixture of their foreign policy. Soviet active measures are the key building blocks of the current authoritarian disinformation campaign model.

The success of Soviet active measures in altering foreign government policies remains unproven. However, Soviet active measures were largely successful in persuading targeted individuals. By repeating false information through radio services or newspapers and manipulating narratives, active measures successfully created echo chambers of repeated messaging, among other psychological methods of persuasion, which were successful in convincing populations of Soviet propaganda. In addition, the Soviets were often successful in masking the true source of the active measures, strengthening their intended message.

However, while Soviet active measures often successfully deceived individuals, their actions remained traceable to target governments and limited in scope. Active measures could deliver convincing messages; however, the Soviet strategy could not reach a large target audience through top-down targeting. Russian influence failed to permeate every level of society, and the American populous remained largely resilient to the Russian propaganda. Government counter-narratives dominated US airwaves and prevented any fifth column or pro-Soviet majority from gaining significant influence in American society.

New Technologies in Disinformation Campaigns

Post-Cold War Russia sought ways to expand active measures to fully penetrate American society and promote the Russian global model of illiberalism. Other authoritarian regimes began learning from Russian active measures, spreading disinformation worldwide. However, while the psychology and tactics were capable of delivering a message, the operations of active measures remained expensive and limited to an unspecific population or government agency. Attacking countries needed active measures to be more covert and their messages to have a more targeted delivery in order to anonymously and directly reach the masses.

In the past two decades, new technology has drastically altered the info-space, allowing for free and easy data collection on a massive scale, as well as access to nearly every individual in the world through global networks. Online interconnectivity allows ideas and ideologies to spread unchecked across the web. The US government monopoly over public information is nearly non-existent, locating and targeting individuals is incredibly simple, and anonymity is a hallmark of the internet.
Because of new technology, the psychological impacts of active measures have intensified.\textsuperscript{23} Online echo chambers reinforce pre-existing beliefs, trolling and sensationalism silence truthful narratives, and fragmentation of information sources further polarizes US society. Constant repeated messaging on every platform convinces individuals that their pre-existing biases are correct and that the opposition is not intelligent enough to have a civil discourse, forming strong collective ideologies.\textsuperscript{24}

The new technologies increase data collection, target identification, and accessibility; manipulate social reality; and decrease detection, creating an incredibly dangerous opportunity for promoting non-objective reality. These technologies enable the success of the current disinformation warfare.

\textbf{Figure 1: Emerging Technologies in Information Warfare}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Goal of Information Campaign</th>
<th>New Technologies Used</th>
<th>Role of Technology in Achieving Goal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Increase Data collection</td>
<td>Security and surveillance systems</td>
<td>Vast audio/visual, camera and sensor networks collect data on individual habits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase Data collection/Target identification</td>
<td>Artificial Intelligence (AI)</td>
<td>AI collects data on individual habits and determines individual susceptibility to disinformation campaigns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase Data collection</td>
<td>Hacking</td>
<td>Stealing existing datasets improves the attacking country’s datasets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Identification</td>
<td>Algorithmic Decision-making</td>
<td>Algorithms recognize patterns to determine the most vulnerable targets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Accessibility</td>
<td>Social Media Bots</td>
<td>Identified individuals receive repeated false messaging through targeted bots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation of Social Reality</td>
<td>Virtual/Augmented Reality (VR/AR)</td>
<td>VR/AR make falsehoods visible reality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation of Social Reality</td>
<td>Deepfakes</td>
<td>Information campaigns utilize deepfakes to propagate undetectable fake information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid Detection</td>
<td>Blockchain/ledger systems</td>
<td>Ledger-based systems prevent traceable footprints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target Accessibility</td>
<td>Direct Messaging</td>
<td>Direct Messaging of identified targets assists in precision individual targeting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using new technologies, disinformation campaigns can now identify specific targets and operate undetected, strengthening the psychological impact and capabilities of active measures.\textsuperscript{25} Modern disinformation campaigns seek to remain in the “gray zone” and avoid direct conflict, as a quick
attack against American society could be classified as cyberwarfare. Technology-enabled active measures are slow and piecemeal, with each seed of doubt building up over time. Additionally, these new campaigns continue alongside active measures and capitalize on plausible deniability as a mechanism for attack.

The combination of traditional practices and new technology in disinformation campaigns is not new information. The aforementioned emerging technologies strengthen and enable active measures, allowing for precise individual targeting and decreased detection. However, the capability to target individuals discreetly does not alone guarantee a successful disinformation campaign. Aggressors must identify the specific targets of active measures to create the illiberal network successfully. The US government understands how information warfare campaigns unfold, how messages are delivered, and how emerging technologies are dangerous; however, strategists in the United States have largely overlooked how the targeting strategy of disinformation campaigns provides insight into US vulnerabilities.

Strategy of New Information Warfare

Current disinformation campaigns follow a similar strategy to the “ink spot” counter-insurgency technique used in Iraq and Afghanistan. The “ink spot” or “oil spill” approach to counterinsurgency focuses on retaking insurgent-held territory while outnumbered. This technique follows a clear-hold-build strategy. First, small groups of counterinsurgents are placed at strategic locations within the territory. Next, these counterinsurgents clear surrounding territory of insurgent fighters and hold the territory to prevent a resurgence of violence. Finally, counterinsurgents build relationships with the local populace, seeking to prevent further harboring of insurgents. When identifying specific targets, or “ink spots,” in liberal democracies, the authoritarian disinformation model uses a two-pronged approach to gain political influence: the traditional top-down approach and the emergent bottom-up approach.

Traditional Top-Down Targeting in Disinformation Campaigns

Authoritarian regimes continue to use the targeting strategy developed under the Soviet Union to deploy active measures. The traditional top-down approach to authoritarian disinformation campaigns includes targets identified under Soviet active measures and requires less precise target identification. Using state economic resources, the attacking regime seeks to acquire data and political influence through target country corporations and corrupt politicians. Within liberal democratic society, these traditional ink spots can be separated into two categories:

1. **Corporate Ink Spots.** Disinformation campaigns target local corporations seeking financial links with the attacking country. By leveraging economic linkages, the authoritarian regime develops an “unvirtuous cycle.”

The unvirtuous cycle follows a four-step process. First, the attacking regime establishes partnerships between target corporations and large, state-run corporations in the attacking
country. Second, through these partnerships, attacking country corporations increase their local political power and visibility in the target country. Third, as the political and economic power of regime affiliates increases within the target country, the regime corporation can successfully lobby the target government. Finally, as lobby efforts succeed, authoritarian regimes advance their interests within the target state and expand their patronage network with more domestic corporations, furthering local partnerships and repeating the cycle.

Through politically motivated partnerships and investments, authoritarian regimes gain footholds within the target state, which they continue to manipulate through a combination of lobbying, energy blockades, bribery of officials, media manipulation, and expansion of economic connections. The “unvirtuous cycle,” lubricated by corruption, is intended to shape policies and decisions in favor of the influencing regime.

2. Influential Individual Ink Spots. Disinformation campaigns target corrupt politicians or influential individuals who are willing to undermine their own democratic system for personal economic or political gain. Authoritarian regimes seek to coopt these ink spots through a system of bribery, including campaign financing, endorsements, and blackmail, in order to gain further political influence within the target society.

By identifying influential individuals and politicians, authoritarian regimes gain political sway within the target government. Coopted individuals promote the attacking regime’s policies inside the target country in exchange for campaign donations and political favors. While new technology broadens and strengthens this strategy, this type of top-down economic manipulation was an active measure prior to the new age of disinformation.

Emergent Bottom-Up Targeting in Disinformation Campaigns

The new aspect of modern technology-enabled disinformation campaigns is the ability to identify and target small groups or individuals within liberal democratic society. In contrast to top-down targeting, which takes significant resources to influence corrupt politicians and corporations, bottom-up targeting is much cheaper and the target groups are easier to influence. Specifically, attacking regimes seek the ability to identify collectives with the potential to gain political influence.

Identity can initiate powerful change. Nationalist and politically active identity groups spread a message of division between the in-group and the out-group, recruiting new members to the collective and attempting to disrupt the status quo. The key conditions for identity-based manipulation are feelings of shame due to personal identity and an intent to return to an imagined way of life in which one’s identity and value systems are dignified. Authoritarian regimes identify key targets based on these two conditions: whether the potential target feels marginalized and whether the potential target seeks to change the status quo.

The bottom-up “ink-spot” approach to understanding disinformation campaigns conceptualizes two categories of ink spots:
1. **Marginalized-Identity Ink Spots.** Disinformation campaigns target disenfranchised groups with a collective identity and desire to change status quo. Attacking regimes highlight and exaggerate the differences between the identity group and the outside society, exploiting feelings of marginalization.

2. **Co-ethnic Ink Spots.** Disinformation campaigns target co-ethnic and diaspora communities with pre-existing connections and shared language with the attacking regime. Attacking regimes use language-based messaging or cultural nostalgia to target co-ethnic communities, contributing to feelings of marginalization and encouraging collective political action.

Both of these “emergent” ink spots are targeted through the identify-cultivate-link strategy of disinformation, described in the following section.

**Ink-Spot Disinformation**

The identified targets or “ink spots” are the foundation for a new conceptual framework for disinformation. As mentioned above, the key to a successful disinformation campaign is successful targeting; therefore, a population-centric campaign has the most success. Drawing from the counterinsurgency literature, the actions of most attacking regimes closely mimic the clear-hold-build or “ink spot” approach to counterinsurgency.

The emergent “bottom-up” half of ink-spot disinformation is targeted through an identify-cultivate-link campaign, as outlined below.

First, authoritarian disinformation campaigns identify potential ink spots that are susceptible to the embedded message of influence through several methods:

- **Firehose of Falsehood.** The attacking regime releases false news stories across social media and record individuals who click on fake stories in order to identify susceptible targets.

- **Institutional Research.** The attacking regime engages in institutional intelligence collection by government agencies or contracted groups to single out historically disenfranchised or politically mobile fringe organizations for potential targeting.

- **Identification through Influencers.** The attacking regime gathers data on individuals who engage with conspiracy theory promoters, fringe or nationalist individual influencers, or other individuals with radical beliefs, seeking to identify potential marginalized ink spots.

Second, disinformation campaigns cultivate these ink spots with messages of influence to harden their pre-existing beliefs and ideology and encourage them to continue promoting the desired change to the status quo.
• **Repeated Messaging.** Attacking regimes encourage political action among ink spots through a string of targeted false news stories. These narratives capitalize on pre-existing biases, seeking to reach a successively larger audience as the repeated messaging is shared through social media.

• **Economic Incentives.** Attacking regimes cultivate the ink spot perspective by running nationalist campaign ads; donating to campaigns that promote in-group/out-group politics; and directly funding influencers, political organizations, and identity groups.\(^{45}\)

Finally, after the ink spots are sufficiently convinced of the message of influence and engage in political activity to change the status quo, disinformation campaigns create a network of ink spots through direct and indirect linkages. This network can be repeatedly tapped to promote different messages of influence within the society, as susceptible ink spots have already been identified and fortified, making the ink spots more vulnerable to different influence messages over time:

• **Direct Linkage.** Authoritarian regimes encourage further recruitment of individuals to the identity groups and directly connect like-minded politicians and identity groups, eliminating the collective action problem.\(^{46}\) Through direct linkages, top-down traditional ink spots are included in the disinformation network.

• **Indirect Linkages.** Through the natural flow of information, smaller marginalized-identity ink spots combine with other spots over shared experiences or similar ideologies. In addition, as the message of influence reaches a successively larger audience, more individuals interact with the ink spots, allowing the influence narrative to grow.

The end goal of these campaigns is to gain enough political influence within the target society to enact change and create a permanent network that the attacking regime can continually tap into for different influence campaigns. Ink-Spot Disinformation is illustrated out below in Figure 2:
As outlined above, authoritarian regimes seek out ink spots to act as hubs for networks of illiberalism within liberal democratic societies and as foundations for a permanent front against the target government. For bottom-up ink spots, authoritarian regimes target the collective value system, using false information and ideological persuasion to emphasize collective feelings of marginalization and encourage political action against the status quo. For top-down ink spots, authoritarian regimes target corrupt individuals using campaign financing, illicit funding protection, bribery, and blackmail to continue to gain influence within the target society. In most cases, the ink spots are unknowingly targeted and fortified by the authoritarian regime, particularly when the regime deploys fake news. Although the ink spots are continuously cultivated throughout the course of the attack, the attacking regime also encourages the establishment of new ink spots.47
Why are Liberal Democracies Vulnerable to Disinformation Ink Spots?

The current understanding of the vulnerabilities of liberal democracies is incomplete, and few frameworks exist to understand their weaknesses. Many vulnerabilities to information warfare campaigns have been discussed individually; however, a comprehensive checklist of the inherent weaknesses of liberal democracies has not been provided. To identify, deter, and respond to foreign Ink-Spot Disinformation, the United States and other liberal democracies must understand the extent of their vulnerabilities.

Vulnerability Checklist

The first set of liberal democratic vulnerabilities are response constraints, which prevent the government or liberal democratic society from retaliating against disinformation campaigns. Some response constraints are inherent to the specific laws within the liberal democracy, such as freedom of speech and right to privacy, which limit the government’s ability to censor the populace or the media. Other response constraints vary based on the state, such as population size.

Liberal democracies have two categories of constraints to responding to Ink-Spot Disinformation.

1. Institutional vulnerabilities:

   *Constitutional limitations.* Liberal democracies are more vulnerable to Ink-Spot Disinformation if constitutions limit the government’s ability to censor information, discredit the personal ideologies of citizens, or prevent societal polarization.

   *Corruption.* Liberal democracies are more vulnerable to Ink-Spot Disinformation if public officials are economically or politically corrupt. More top-down targeting can occur when more individuals are corrupted, as the unvirtuous cycle operates best in highly corrupt societies.

2. Tactical vulnerabilities:

   *Small Relative Government.* Liberal democracies are more vulnerable to Ink-Spot Disinformation if the state has a large population or covers large geographic area, as the government has less central control over the population.

   *Connection to the Attacking State.* Liberal democracies are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns if the state has connections to the attacking regime, such as close proximity, a significant co-ethnic diaspora, or a similar language or culture.

The second set of liberal democratic vulnerabilities are target vulnerabilities. Some states have inherent social or economic conditions that are more susceptible to targeting in an Ink-Spot Disinformation campaign. To reiterate, authoritarian regimes target four types of ink spots: local
corporations seeking to establish financial ties with the regime, corrupt politicians, marginalized identity groups, and co-ethnic populations.

Liberal democracies have two categories of target vulnerabilities that advantage perpetrators of Ink-Spot Disinformation.

1. Societal vulnerabilities:

   *Inherent Societal Factions.* Liberal democracies are more vulnerable to Ink-Spot Disinformation when natural divisions already exist within the target society. Preexisting divisions within a state can be easily exploited to create polarization via a disinformation campaign. Societal factions include the existence of geographically concentrated marginalized populations, a history of civil war or past secessionist movements, any active secessionist movements or autonomous regions, and the existence of nationalist or populist movements.54

   *Changing demographics.* Liberal democracies are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns when the demographic make-up of the society is in flux. Rapid change polarizes society between those who seek to maintain the status quo and those who accept new societal changes, allowing for societal exploitation by disinformation campaigns.55 Demographic changes include high levels of migration, growing or shrinking religiosity, and an aging population.

2. Economic vulnerabilities:

   *Current or recent recession.* Following economic hardship, population groups in liberal democracies with fewer economic opportunities are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns.56

   *Reliance on information-based financial markets.* Liberal democracies with economies that heavily rely on the free flow of truthful information are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns.

   *Transitioning economy.* Liberal democracies with a transitioning economy, such as from manufacturing to services, are more vulnerable to a disinformation campaign. In transitioning economies, disinformation campaigns can exploit the population that is excluded due to lack of training, expertise, or education.57

   *Increased economic connectivity with attacking state.* Liberal democracies with financial and economic linkages with the attacking state are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns. Economic interconnectivity enables traditional top-down disinformation.58

   *Dependency on energy imports.* Liberal democracies that import a large proportion of their energy resources are more vulnerable to disinformation. Most authoritarian regimes operate top-down disinformation campaigns using large state-run corporations, especially
energy corporations. Liberal democracies that are dependent on energy imports are more vulnerable to top-down targeting.\textsuperscript{59}

Using the framework outline above, it is apparent why some liberal democracies are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns than others. For example, Italy has freedom of press and speech, corruption, nationalist movements, high migrant populations, a history of secessionist movements, a weak economy, and imported energy dependence. Italy will be significantly more vulnerable than a country like Iceland, which has a small, homogenous centralized population, a strong economy, no past secession, and no blatant corruption. While Iceland is still vulnerable to disinformation campaigns in other ways, this checklist helps to identify countries that are most likely to succumb to Ink-Spot Disinformation.

**Policy Recommendations**

The key to combatting authoritarian-led Ink-Spot Disinformation is increasing the cost of the campaign for the aggressor. The high expense of traditional disinformation was one major reason that the Soviet Union failed to export the active measures model broadly during the Cold War. The cost of research, identification, messaging, and coordination was too high for most regimes without modern technology. However, with Ink-Spot Disinformation, countries can use the cheaper bottom-up approach, rather than the expensive traditional top-down approach.\textsuperscript{60} If the United States can raise the cost of bottom-up disinformation, fewer countries will engage in Ink-Spot Disinformation and current information campaigns will shrink in capacity.

In light of liberal democratic vulnerabilities to Ink-Spot Disinformation, many scholars have proposed internal defensive solutions to prevent further successful targeting.\textsuperscript{61} Common proposals to combating disinformation include education campaigns to teach the targeted populace about disinformation or tougher regulations on social media and technology companies to prevent false information from becoming widespread.\textsuperscript{62} Other proposals focus on strengthening vulnerabilities, combating local corruption, and using criminal and civil legal action to address internal weaknesses.\textsuperscript{63} More drastic solutions call for significant policy changes, such as proposals for a censored or private internet, or a government-led domestic counter-information campaign, which would seek to identify ink spots and “de-radicalize” members before they are targeted by authoritarian regimes.\textsuperscript{64}

However, to increase the cost of bottom-up Ink-Spot Disinformation, a counteroffensive disinformation campaign targeting the inherent vulnerabilities of authoritarian regimes should be considered.

Authoritarian states have significantly fewer response constraints than liberal democracies, as most authoritarian actors are willing and able to shut down the internet and censor the population. However, authoritarian regimes have vulnerable targets inherent in their structure that can be exploited and converted into liberal democratic ink spots. Authoritarian regime vulnerabilities are laid out below.
Authoritarian Institutional Vulnerabilities:

- **Corruption.** Authoritarian regimes are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns if more public officials are economically or politically corrupt. More top-down targeting can occur when more individuals are corrupt, as the attacking regime can capitalize on influential individuals’ self-interests in return for political favors.

- **Oligarchy or Single Party Government.** Authoritarian regimes with an oligarchy or non-meritocratic single-party government are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns. Party infighting and internal power struggles create vulnerabilities within single party governments that can be exploited through disinformation to weaken the regime.65

- **Recent Elections.** Authoritarian regimes with recent elections are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns. Newly elected leaders often lack the public legitimacy needed to govern, providing an opportunity for disinformation campaigns that emphasize the failures of the regime. In addition, if authoritarian leaders are reelected, public perceptions of corruption and election rigging can be exploited through disinformation.66

Authoritarian Tactical Vulnerabilities:

- **Weak Central Government.** Authoritarian regimes are more vulnerable to Ink-Spot Disinformation if the state has a large population or covers large geographic area, as the central government has less control over the population. While larger states with strong surveillance infrastructure, such as China or Russia, have largely addressed this vulnerability, other states, such as Iran, have difficulty maintaining centralized control over their periphery.

- **Connection to the Attacking State.** Authoritarian regimes are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns if the state has connections to the attacking regime, such as proximity, a significant co-ethnic diaspora, or a similar language or culture. Shared language and culture prevent mistranslated messages of influence and a deeper understanding of nationalist or anti-government sentiments that can be exploited.

Authoritarian Societal Vulnerabilities:

- **Inherent Societal Factions.** Authoritarian regimes are more vulnerable to Ink-Spot Disinformation when divisions already exist within the target society. Preexisting divisions within a state can be exploited to create polarization by a disinformation campaign.

- **Changing demographics.** Authoritarian regimes are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns when the demographic make-up of the society is in transition.

- **External Influencers.** Authoritarian regimes are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns when the regime’s legitimacy or authority is usurped by external actors. Third party influencers that threaten authoritarian regime legitimacy include disgruntled diaspora, political exiles, external religious authorities with domestic followers, and cults
of personality surrounding historical figures. Unlike liberal democracies, most authoritarian regimes have significant numbers of external actors with wide domestic support that can undermine the legitimacy of the regime, as authoritarian regimes tend to expel political dissidents.

Authoritarian Economic Vulnerabilities:

- **Rentier regime based on international markets.** Authoritarian regimes are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns when the economy is dominated by a single export. Rentier states are highly dependent on information-based market fluctuations, creating opportunities for disinformation attacks to cause significant economic losses.

- **Current or recent recession.** Authoritarian regimes are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns during a recession. Authoritarian regimes with centrally planned or controlled economies are significantly more vulnerable to economic hardship than liberal democracies, allowing disinformation campaigns to inflict larger costs on the authoritarian regime during a recession. 67

- **Transitioning economy.** Authoritarian regimes with a transitioning economy, such as from manufacturing to services, are more vulnerable to a disinformation campaign.

- **Increased economic connectivity with attacking state.** Authoritarian regimes with financial and economic linkages with the attacking state are more vulnerable to disinformation campaigns. Centrally planned regimes are particularly susceptible to economic disinformation campaigns, as the reaction time of the economy is significantly slower than free markets.

These inherent vulnerabilities provide opportunities for the United States to operate an offensive disinformation campaign, raising the costs of authoritarian Ink-Spot Disinformation. While this approach is unlikely to completely prevent disinformation campaigns from targeting liberal democracies, higher social and economic expenses will limit the scope of further attacks. In addition, counter-disinformation campaigns will incentivize attacking regimes to negotiate a “cease-fire” where both the offensive and counteroffensive disinformation attacks stop, preventing the further spread of ink spots.

The key difference between an authoritarian offensive disinformation campaign and a liberal democratic counteroffensive is the ability of authoritarian regimes to bar access to the internet or retaliate against a social ink spot. As a result, liberal democracies must be aware of potential threats to domestic populations and avoid disinformation campaigns to provoke general chaos in authoritarian states. In order to protect populations and maximize costs to the regime, a combination of vulnerabilities should be used. For example, a disinformation campaign that sows discord amongst the political elite, promotes nationalism, and targets government data sources, should raise significant social, political and economic costs for attacking regimes, while maximizing external coverage of the regime’s attempts to halt the creation of an ink spot network.
In addition, as more countries engage in disinformation campaigns, the threat of US-led disinformation campaigns will act as a deterrent to emerging authoritarian disinformation networks. Countries such as Vietnam and Guatemala have begun to explore disinformation campaigns, predominantly targeting political exiles abroad. With the creation of successful counteroffensive practices, the United States can deter the use of Ink-Spot Disinformation in smaller regimes through the threat of increased costs.

**Conclusion**

Ink-Spot Disinformation offers a conceptual strategy for current technology-enabled disinformation campaigns based on target identification and exploiting inherent weaknesses within liberal democratic society. These campaigns are not limited to Russia. The model of Ink-Spot Disinformation has been exported to other authoritarian regimes, including Iran and China. The Iranian government targets Arabs worldwide to highlight pro-Palestinian sentiments in mainstream news, which suggests that the Iranian regime under economic sanctions opts for the cheaper bottom-up approach to Ink-Spot Disinformation. With authoritarian regimes around the world expanding their influence capabilities through strategic and technological advancements, liberal democracies are highly vulnerable to disinformation ink spots and have few options to prevent these attacks.

Retroactive and defensive measures to Ink-Spot Disinformation campaigns are not sufficient in preventing authoritarian influence within liberal democratic society. The United States should launch counter-offensive disinformation campaigns against authoritarian regimes that engage in Ink-Spot Disinformation in order to increase the social and economic cost of disinformation campaigns. Ultimately, authoritarian regimes will realize that widespread domestic dissent and economic failure at home reveal their own inherent vulnerabilities to disinformation, deterring further information warfare. By targeting inherent authoritarian weaknesses, counter-offensive disinformation campaigns can limit the scope of Ink-Spot Disinformation at home.
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The collective experiences intense nostalgia for a strong imagined community where the divisions and confusions of pluralist modern society do not exist. While Information Warfare by Maneuver is very sensible, increased stealth, adaptability and mechanization have all been tenets of warfare before the existence of cyberspace. This strategic framework does not successfully address identifying targets, campaign goals or unique characteristics of cyberspace.

---


30 Conley et al., The Kremlin Playbook, 17–21.


34 Francis Fukuyama (2019) discusses the nature of polarization in US society, specifically that two forms of identity politics have arisen: politics that demand recognition of dignity of individuals and politics that demand recognition of dignity of collectives. The dignity of collectives is key to understanding targeting. Following the decline of religion as the dominant value system for a majority of Americans, a cacophony of moral systems emerged, causing many individuals to seek a collective with similar morals. However, due to the multitude of value systems within US society, many of these collectives felt marginalized, where the lack of recognition for their perceived ability to make good moral decisions led to feelings of shame and unfairness. As a result of the feelings of societal mistreatment, nationalism begins to develop, as the collective experiences intense nostalgia for a strong imagined community where the divisions and confusions of pluralist modern society do not exist. Francis Fukuyama, Identity: The Demand for Dignity and the Politics of Resentment, (New York, NY: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2018).


36 Few other strategic frameworks exist for disinformation; however, Hwang’s Information Warfare by Maneuver follows a three-step approach to modern information warfare. Firstly, successful campaigns practice Effective Obfuscation, where the campaigns maintain low profiles and are challenging to detect. Secondly, campaigns practice Effective Iteration, where successful campaigns are highly adaptive, decentralized and agile to navigate chaotic noise of cybersphere. Finally, modern disinformation campaigns practice Effective Automation, where successful campaigns capitalize on mechanization of the internet and utilize algorithms and artificial intelligence to identify potential targets and expand operational capacity. While Information Warfare by Maneuver is very sensical, increased stealth, adaptability and mechanization have all been tenets of warfare before the existence of cyberspace. This strategic framework does not successfully address identifying targets, campaign goals or unique characteristics.
of information campaigns. However, Hwang’s framework is helpful for understanding how information campaigns work and which regimes will be most successful at utilizing disinformation campaigns. Hwang, “Maneuver and Manipulation.”

In addition to Hwang’s framework, the leading source for modern Russian information theory is the Gerasimov doctrine, a 2016 article written by Russian General Valery Gerasimov. In this short article, Gerasimov outlines “modern war” and emphasizes the use of “non-military means to achieve political and strategic goals.” Gerasimov also highlights a simultaneous ongoing war in all realms, including the information space multiple times, intending to create a permanent front: “Among such actions are the use of special operations forces and internal opposition to create a permanently operating front through the entire territory of the enemy state, as well as informational actions, devices, and means that are constantly being perfected.”

This quote highlights the Russian thought process surrounding information warfare: there is no peacetime and information warfare must be constantly updated in order to create a functioning permanent “front” or fifth column within the target country. The Gerasimov Doctrine allows some insight into the Russian model, yet remains too vague to apply to a true strategic framework. Valery Gerasimov, “The Value of Science Is in the Foresight: New Challenges Demand Rethinking the Forms and Methods of Carrying out Combat Operations,” Military Review 96, no. 1 (January-February 2016): 25, https://jmc.msu.edu/50th/download/21-conflict.pdf.

The final strategic framework of disinformation is the concept of “Net-war.” Initially discussed by Arquilla and Ronfeldt, Hwang also discusses the importance of Net-war as a strategic concept at the turn of the century. “Net-war” seeks to “disrupt, damage or modify what a target population knows or thinks it knows about itself.” As a result, engaging in Net-war is engaging in information warfare, specifically targeted at certain populations rather than an en-masse general disinformation campaign. Like modern information warfare, the beginning or end of net-wars are unclear and easily outmaneuver hierarchical structures through their decentralized networks of dispersed, yet interconnected nodes. In sum, net-war has no central organizer or leader, but maintains the fog of war and anonymity through a vast network of attackers. The main key for each of these strategic frameworks is technology. Net-war argues that technology creates a new form of warfare, unlike anything we’ve seen before. Gerasimov argues that technology provides new opportunities for utilizing existing strategic frameworks. Hwang calls for the combination of theory and technology to create the most successful attacks. As mentioned above, this paper argues that old measures combined with new technology create the structure of information warfare; however, the key to a successful campaign is successful targeting. John Arquilla and David Ronfeldt, “Cyberwar is Coming!” Comparative Strategy 12, no. 2 (Spring 1993): 141–165.


41 The Identify-Cultivate-Link framework is the disinformation equivalent of “clear-hold-build,” drawing from similarities between territorial ink spots under the counter-insurgency framework and societal ink spots under the disinformation framework.


46 Disinformation campaigns link identity groups together in order to more effectively change the status quo. While not all ideologies may not be collectively shared, the change in status quo is a collective goal for each identity group. As a result, while direct linkages help the identity groups achieve their individual goals and overcome the collective action problem, disinformation messaging is also furthered, as the messages reach a larger audience.
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Liberal democracies are more vulnerable to information campaigns when the attacking regime and the target regime have a shared language or culture.

The existence of marginalized groups creates natural divisions within a populace, due to racism, perceived unfairness and nationalist sentiments. States with natural societal divisions between concentrated ethnic groups or other marginalized minorities will be more at risk of a successful foreign information campaign targeting that group and further polarizing existing splits.

Past secessionist movements or civil wars show inherent divisions within a state that will continue to permeate through all levels of society and can be easily exploited to create polarization by an information campaign. Aaron Spitler, Rewriting the Past, Remaking the Present: Historical Narratives in Russian Disinformation Campaigns (Williamsburg, VA: The Project on International Peace and Security), https://www.wm.edu/offices/global-research/projects/pips/white_papers/spitler_final.pdf.

Ongoing secessionist movements and autonomous regions show a failure to maintain a single national identity and highlight societal divisions ripe for exploitation.
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